while, on January 12, HLS Lambda filed an amicus brief, along with several other groups, supporting FAIR’s standing to challenge the Solomon Amendment.

The same day, 55 HLS professors—including Dean Elena Kagan, in her professorial capacity—filed their own brief, challenging the amendment on substantive grounds and urging the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit to issue an injunction suspending the amendment’s current enforcement. Rather than attacking the recruiting practices on First Amendment grounds, as FAIR has done, the HLS faculty members’ brief raised more pragmatic issues.

The Pentagon’s enforcement provisions of 2002 and after, the brief argued, “would require universities to grant the military a preferential exemption from neutral and generally applicable rules regarding recruiting,” a step not authorized by the Solomon language, which “does not compel colleges and universities to exempt the military from evenhanded antidiscrimination rules.” The school’s policy, the brief argues, is not an “anti-military” policy that singles out the military for “special disfavored treatment,” the subject of the original legislation. Moreover, the Solomon Amendment requires that recruiters have “entry” and “access,” but not “equal access.” Again, in the professors’ opinion, the military policy exceeds statutory authorization.

The court is expected to rule on some of the issues in mid March, and further litigation is in prospect. In the meantime, discussion within the Harvard community, and between the University and the Pentagon, is likely to continue—a new and intense exploration of the positions aired during the 142nd Commencement exercises in 1993, when honorand and speaker General Colin Powell, then chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, was greeted with thousands of pink “Lift the Ban” balloons.

THE UNDERGRADUATE

The Prankster’s Secret

by Lee Hudson Teslik ’05

Thayer, 2 A.M. Six freshmen, clad in muted grays, stocking caps, and ski masks, review, for the umpteenth time, their plot. Lock-pick kit? Check. Map? Check. Camera? Frantically, one of the conspirators searches his seemingly countless overcoat pockets. Finally, a Kodak disposable emerges. Check!

Once more: “We enter outside C——, Down the ladder. Last man down closes the gate. Clear the immediate vicinity as quickly as possible—we will trip the alarm. Head south—follow your map. Don’t touch the pipes. Avoid puddles. Exit by M——, across the river. Clear out at first sign of cops. Nearest exit and scatter. Are all watches synchronized?”

Murmurs and nods. They are ready to go.

These are not the first Harvard students to crash the University’s strictly verboten steam tunnels. But each surreptitious venture into the campus’s balmy bowels brings with it new intrigue—and familiar risk. Any one of these six could still pull out, turn back, go home. But their plan has been months in the making and “punking” now would be unthinkable.

They file out of Thayer. Casually, they case the prospective crime scene. Then they pounce. In an instant, they have popped the sidewalk grate—and activated the silent alarm. A light blinks on a computer at a nearby police station. A dispatcher radios a University policeman on patrol. The six perpetrators, meanwhile, quietly disappear below.

Welcome, literally and figuratively, to the underground of Harvard prank history. Just beneath the surface of a university keyed to unlock Veritas, here is its inverse—a world where imagination, rumor, and misinformation reign supreme. There are ibis down here, they say. A shock of red hair catches the corner of your eye. Perhaps that was Conan O’Brien ’85, a rabbit runs by. John Updike ’54, Litt.D.’92, must be around somewhere.

A warning sign reads: “All Ye Concerned with ‘Facts’ Need Not Proceed.” Not that you could pin down the truth of this place, were you so inclined. Prank history is usually oral and is wont to warp as it passes from class to class. Nor can news reports be entirely trusted, distorted as they sometimes are by industrious, media-savvy pranksters, or by duplicitous student journalists, who may themselves be involved in the very pranks they report.

These ambiguities accepted, however, the legends of Harvard pranksters past provide a starting point to help us place our six freshmen—now brazenly gallivanting about the steam tunnels—amid the historical mayhem.

Enter one notorious prankster, the aforementioned Conan O’Brien, once president of the Harvard Lampoon and now a late-night talk-show host on NBC. Legend has it that O’Brien spent a night in jail following a stunt he pulled as an undergraduate. (On “advice of counsel,” O’Brien declined to comment.) Having procured a jack-hammer as well as several hard hats and other construction-related paraphernalia, he and a group of fellow students cordoned off a section of street in downtown Boston and went to work, as it were, tearing up the pavement.

O’Brien then reported his own crime to the Boston police: college students dressed as construction workers were
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jack-hammering in downtown Boston—Do something, quickly! His handiwork only half done, O’Brien then telephoned the Massachusetts state police. He and his fellow construction workers, O’Brien said, were trying to do their jobs but were being harassed by a bunch of college pranksters dressed as policemen. In short order, the Boston police came to arrest the students and the state police came to arrest the Boston police. The confusion that followed landed its choreographer in hot water, but also in the annals of Harvard prank history.

Another Lampoon president, John Updike, found himself challenged by both the law and Soviet diplomats after a prank. The crime: kidnapping. On April 26, 1955, in the midst of a long-running stand-off between the Lampoon and the Harvard Crimson, Updike and his fellow Lampoon editors were dismayed to find Threskiornis aethiopica, the Lampoon’s copper ibis, missing from its perch atop the Lampoon castle. The usual suspects, of course, were Crimson editors.

The ‘Poonsters wasted no time striking back. Later the same day, the Crimson reported the disappearance of its president and managing editor, Michael Maccoby ’54 and George S. Abrams ’54. Maccoby and Abrams would be returned only in exchange for the ibis, an anonymous caller told the Crimson. Updike then made the threat public: “[N]o Crimson editor can rest safe in his bed,” he informed the paper. “We promise, within a week, to depopulate Cambridge totally of this unfortunate element.”

What followed was slightly less heroic. Contacted recently for comment, Updike remembered that “it seemed pretty unfeasible and drastically illegal to be holding Maccoby against his will. This part of our counterstrike petered out pretty quickly.”

The Lampoon released its hostages. The Crimson did not reciprocate, however, and Maccoby and Abrams resurfaced in Manhattan—clearly illegal to be holding anything of symbolic significance, they would ultimately repatriate their bird. Asked by reporters his thoughts on American humor, Tsarapkin replied: “I am unsmiling.”

Perhaps the most interesting question is not the ultimate truth of these legends but why some students find the stories—and the challenge to create new stories—so compelling. What motivates students with squeaky-clean records to risk Ad Board admonition, suspension, or even arrest, simply to fashion fanciful acts of premeditated delinquency?

The ingenuity of at least the best of these escapades clearly has an appeal. Moreover, pranks are an obvious outlet for a latent desire to misbehave. How many Harvard students have been obsessed their whole lives with achievement? Here’s achievement with a twist of lemon. It’s not even hard to make the leap. Two of the most common forms of campus skulduggery—going places where one is forbidden and, more simply, stealing stuff (often stuff of symbolic significance)—require little more than a willingness to break the rules.

Our subterranean freshmen, for example, fall into the first category. So does a fellow dubbed “Spyder,” who in 2000 was profiled anonymously by Fifteen Minutes, the Crimson’s general-interest magazine. Clad entirely in black, the then-freshman amused himself by scaling Harvard archi-

Photograph by John B. Loengard
tecture in the wee hours of the morning. What had he climbed? Oh, “Byerly Hall, Harvard Stadium, Weld Boathouse, the Carpenter Center, and a freshman dorm I’d prefer to not name,” he replied.

Spyder has yet to attain Harvard’s ultimate peak—Memorial Hall tower—but it seems other students have. According to one undergraduate, who agreed to an interview on the condition of anonymity: “Full breach of Mem tower? Pick some locks, pop some hatches, and you’re up. The views are more sumptuous than roast pork.”

Among Harvard’s most notorious stealers of stuff are members of the Lampoon’s class of 1933, who swiped the “Sacred Cod” of Massachusetts, a four-foot, eleven-and-a-half-inch wooden codfish, sheathed in silver, which has hung ceremoniously in the Massachusetts State House since the eighteenth century. The details of the theft remain murky, but one week after the cod’s disappearance—which prompted consternation among legislators and a flood of wild rumors—Harvard’s superintendent of caretakers, Major Charles R. Apted, A.B. 1906, recovered the fish after an anonymous tip and a low-speed car chase. Apted, the Crimson reported, was promoted, and the ‘Poon boys of ’33 were immortalized.

Maybe one of the hooligans involved—who are now roughly 92—will read this article. If so, he may rest assured that, although it has been 70 years since he graduated, his legend remains vibrant, just as the legends of John Updike and Conan O’Brien persist. And maybe this possibility of “living on” helps explain why Harvard students work so hard to accomplish feats so seemingly useless.

But maybe not—or at least, not completely. A desire for campus immortality cannot be the only motivating factor—otherwise, Spyder would, somehow, some way, leak his true identity; otherwise, the Lampoon would own up to its pranks; otherwise, our steam-tunnel freshmen—who are now, incidentally, approaching the river, having set off more than a few silent alarms along their bumbling way, and having attracted the attention of no fewer than four campus police officers—would be much less worried about encountering said authorities.

Yes, there is undeniably something more driving these intrepid, if sometimes clueless, pranksters—a je ne sais quoi in the smile of the accomplished perpetrator; something he quietly but firmly refuses to share; something he purposefully leaves to the imaginative tongue of folklore and gossip. That something—that secret—that is what the prankster is ultimately about. But

---

**The Rhodes Roster**

Harvard led the nation in Rhodes Scholarship winners for 2004. Its six newest scholars will enroll at Oxford University this fall for two or three years of study.

The American Rhodes winners are *Dov Fox*'04, of West Hartford, Connecticut, a government concentrator focusing on bioethics; *Alexander Pollen*'04, of Falmouth, Massachusetts, whose research involves African cichlid fish; *Rachael Wagner*'04, of Virginia Beach, Virginia, an economics and social anthropology concentrator whose thesis examines how women from different economic backgrounds deal with marriage, children, and career; and second-year medical student *Pooja Kumar*, of Doylestown, Pennsylvania, who graduated from Duke in 2000 in her own concentration of health policy and social values. The Kenyan Rhodes winners, both from Nairobi, are *Shakirah Hudani* '03 and *Mweshuma Nyatta* '02, a former economics concentrator now working for McKinsey and Company. The Rhodes coup eased the fact that Harvard had no Marshall Scholars this year—for the first time since that program began 50 years ago.

*Four of Harvard’s six 2004 Rhodes Scholars: (left to right) medical student *Pooja Kumar* and seniors *Dov Fox*, *Rachael Wagner*, and *Alexander Pollen*.
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wait! Let’s get back to the steam-tunnels, where events seem to be coming to a head.

SOUTH OF __ HOUSE. 2:26 A.M. The section of tunnel that rises over the Charles, through __ Bridge, eventually leading to M___ Hall and easy, anonymous escape, has proved a formidable scam in what had seemed a thoroughly seamless ploy. Swipe-card access only. Our freshmen, industrious as ever, immediately set to jimmying the latch, unaware that the series of alarms they have triggered has provided campus police the investigative equivalent of a trail of cookie crumbs. Four cops close in, two from the general direction of the Yard, one from the Business School, and one from his patrol of the grounds of the Stadium.

“What’s that?”

The latch pops, the swipe-box flashes a light toward the M___ exit, is it? They rouse themselves and are surrounded. But they can’t hear the opening, they are at most 100 yards away. Their progress, though frantic, is not fast.

Another noise. This one from behind. The group is surrounded. But the opening, on the right toward the M___ exit, is visible ahead, and they know they are being chased. Now more than ever time is of the essence, and they waste none. Aware that their planned exit is only a stone’s throw away, they charge ahead, toward the ominous echoes of the approaching policeman. He is still 100 yards from the M___ Hall exit; they are at most 40, but the tunnel tightens over each of the bridge’s arches, forcing them to hunch awkwardly as they run. Their progress, though frantic, is not fast.

Last December, at the Cliff Keen Invitational wrestling tournament in Las Vegas, something unusual happened: Jesse Jantzen ‘04 lost a bout. In the semifinals, Alex Tirapelle of the University of Illinois took an 11-4 decision to give Jantzen the only loss of the tournament, and, at this writing, of the season. Perhaps it was some consolation that Tirapelle is the nation’s number-one ranked wrestler in his weight class. Another factor: that class is 157 pounds, and Jantzen wrestles at 149: the Harvard captain was wrestling “up.” At that early tournament, Jantzen hadn’t yet reached his fighting weight, and “I just wanted to get in some good competition,” he says. (Wrestling weight classes peg athletes’ maximum weights at 125, 133, 141, 149, 157, 165, 174, 184, and 197 pounds, plus an unlimited “heavyweight” class.)

Opponents at 149 pounds have had a hard time giving Jantzen much competition at all, at least as measured by won-lost records. “He’s had his hand raised a lot in his career,” says head wrestling coach Jay Weiss, referring to the referee’s convention of holding the winner’s hand aloft. As a sophomore and a junior, Jantzen was an all-American, going 37-3 and 39-2 respectively, in both seasons, his only losses coming against the national champion and runner-up. His third-place finishes at the 2002 and 2003 NCAAs were the best showings by a Crimson wrestler in the half-century since John H. Lee Jr. ’53 finished third in 1953. (Lee later coached wrestling at Harvard from 1956 until 1986, and was head coach from 1968.) This year, Jantzen is ranked as the nation’s number-one 149-pounder.

Thus, he could become the first Harvard grappler in 66 years to win a title at the NCAA tournament this March. The Crimson’s only previous national champion is John Harkness ’38, M.Arch. ’41, who won at 175 pounds in 1938. An architect who lives in the Boston area, Harkness was undefeated in dual meets as an undergraduate. He has watched Jantzen compete both at Harvard and the NCAAs, and calls him “a very good wrestler.”

Indeed, Jantzen became good with solid coaching, a fierce dedication to his training regime, and by wrestling competitively 12 months a year, which he has done since starting high school. Many college grapplers train year-round, but far fewer do...